A Special

Feng Shui Report
from Lillian Too …

Cash In Now! Here’s A Powerful Wealth Ritual Used By
Asian Tycoons and Wealthy Chinese Families of Nobility!
Here’s a very special wealth-bringing ritual that I would like to share
with you. If you take the time and do this correctly with very good
motivation it will benefit not only you but also your whole
family! Powerful Chinese families and Asian tycoons have used
this ritual for centuries… and when you do this you will actually
generate the energy that will create great wealth luck for you.
The Wealth Vase Secret
In the old days only the wealthiest and most
noble families of China were privy to the secrets
of the wealth vase. There are many secrets of
course associated with the creation of a family
wealth vase and they have become very
valuable over the years as the information has
spread through teachings of the masters of
Taosim and Buddhism.
When I visited Beijing in the 1980’s I visited an old
traditional home of a very wealthy Chinese
family and happened to spot a huge wealth
vase in the shape of a beautiful ceramic urn
that had been decorated with all kinds of
auspicious images – birds, celestial guardians,
flowers and plants. I was told that this particular
wealth vase had been in the family for many
generations that went back several hundred
years. When I returned to Hong Kong, I met up
with an old Taoist master who shared with me
these secrets and how to make a wealth vase.
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Later, when I met my own lama from Tibet, he also told me about wealth vases and how this practice
had been incorporated into Buddhism with information from a Chinese princess who came to Tibet
during the Tang dynasty and married a King of Tibet. So it is all very intriguing and mysterious!
Therefore, if you want to make the wealth vase you must do so to benefit your whole family and you
must take this practice very seriously. Please read through all the instructions from beginning to end
before you start or you may miss certain steps that are important.

How To Select The Most Auspicious Wealth Vase
The first thing to do is to select a suitable wealth vase. This should actually have a neck and a nice
opening at the top where you can put in wonderful goodies and wealth symbols.The vase itself should
look quite fat and should be tapered at the bottom and the neck should be smaller than the body
of the vase. This is to make sure that good things can enter your home but will never leave the
home – so good wealth luck comes into the house and accumulates inside your home.

Your Personal Motivation
Next you set about a good motivation for making the wealth vase to ensure that your family is able
to accumulate assets and will grow more prosperous over the years, and that no family member will
ever be poor. Once you have established this motivation you can begin to assemble the necessary
ingredients.

Now if some of these ingredients sound difficult to get don’t worry –
we have them available at www.wofs.com where we have put
together all these essential ingredients for your wealth vase.

The Basic Ingredients For Your Wealth Vase
1. You must have the Wealth God – this can be any kind of Wealth God that you have affinity
with – it can even be Santa Clause if you have a nice image of Santa Clause. But in the Far East
we like to put our own Wealth Gods inside.
2. You should have 5 gem globes – miniature globes to ensure that wealth comes to you from the
entire world – after all the world is getting smaller every day! This signifies wealth coming from all
directions.
3. Assorted crystal chips to signify wealth coming from the earth.
4. Some gold bars (you can use real gold if you have it or copies
of gold bars) as this is a contemporary symbol of wealth.
5. Some gold ingots, which are the ancient
symbol of wealth.
6. A packet of imitation diamonds – 4 diamonds
to signify the most precious of treasures.

7. Wish-fulfilling jewels to make all your aspirations come true –
they can be made of glass or crystal.
8. 3 brass coins tied with red or gold string to represent
current wealth and then 9 emperor coins for wealth
under all circumstances.

The Optional But Very Important Ingredients
More important than the essential ingredients listed above are
what I call optional ingredients as follows and this is entirely up to you:
1. You can add other semi-precious stones, which represent the accumulation of assets – rubies,
sapphires, emeralds – these represent rare assets. They do not need to be big – they can be quite
small. Put them in a small plastic container before adding to the vase.
2. You’ll need a luck coin to safeguard your wealth and some I-Ching coins to pacify obstacles.
3. 6 small, smooth crystal balls are necessary for harmony in the family.
4. Gather 5 types of dried food – like barley, rice, dough etc. These 5 types of dried food signify
abundance and should be in a plastic container.
5. A Ru Yi to signify power and management of the household so you’ll have no problems with your
hired help.

The Most Important and Secret Ingredients
These third kinds of ingredients are the most important of all and they are the secrets that bring
potency and strength to your wealth vase.
1. Get some earth, some soil that has been given to you or taken from a wealthy man’s house. The
richer the man the better – a billionaire’s house would be great. Now you must ask… you must not
steal. Just ask for a little bit of grass or soil and add this to your own earth and put into the wealth
vase – this should actually be the base of your wealth vase.
2. It is very important to put cash from the pocket of a rich man or woman.You can get this by
just asking them to exchange money with you – your dollar for their dollar… like that – it doesn’t
have to be a big denomination – just even $1 will do! When you put this inside your wealth vase
you get the energy of the rich man’s money.
3. Next get a picture of a rich and successful person that you admire – they can be alive or
dead but it’s still someone you aspire to emulate – your role model.
4. Collect pictures of mansions, clothes, and cars, whatever wealth symbols that signify
abundance and a great lifestyle for you.
5. You will need money in 9 currencies and be sure the currencies are strong – like Chinese
RMB, the U.S. dollar, Swiss Franc, French Euro, Japanese Yen etc. Later you can tuck the 9
currencies nicely into your wealth vase.

Putting It All Together
Here is how you should assemble your wealth vase – how you put the ingredients in.
First you put in the soil – and remember that the rich man’s soil is a very vital and secret ingredient
that will add potency and symbolize the creation of a good foundation for you. Then you add the
food contained in the plastic bags and next come all the symbols of prosperity and finally the
rest of the essential, optional and secret ingredients inside the vase.

Make sure that the God of Wealth that you have chosen is
sitting in the center of the vase and you must make note of
the direction he is facing by marking it on the outside of
your vase. This way you will always know which way your
wealth god is facing.
After you have filled it up right to the very top (be sure to fill it right to the brim), cover it and close the
whole vase with 5 colored cotton cloths of 5 colors – red, yellow, blue, green and white. White should
be on the top and these signify the 5 elements. Next tie the cloths down over the lid of the vase very
tightly with 5 colours of strings – use the same colours for the strings as you did for the 5 cloths. Be sure
to pull the strings very tightly to close it and then get a seal and seal it closed – you can use sealing
wax or some other type of seal.

Where to Put Your Completed Wealth Vase
Once you are finished, keep this wealth vase hidden deep inside your home facing inwards. Do not
let your wealth vase face outward. So the mark you made that shows the facing direction of the
wealth god, that mark should be facing inward and never outwards. The bedroom is a good place
to keep your wealth vase – find a cabinet or cupboard and put the wealth vase deep inside the
cabinet or high inside your cabinet and lock it up.
This symbolizes wealth growing inside the house and it is really one of the most powerful wealth rituals that
is really the secret of many successful business tycoons of Asia. It represents the accumulation of assets –
what you have is growing and growing over the years and adding to your wealth!

It takes a little time but believe me it is well worth your time
and effort to choose an appropriate vase and procure and
assemble all the ingredients as I have instructed you.
Please do not deviate from the order given and don’t miss
any of the necessary ingredients listed!
Wishing you great financial success and continuing accumulation of wealth!
Lillian Too

